INDUSTRY
SERAPID is a world leader in Rigid Chain Technology
(RTC) and offers high-performance solutions through a
broad range of mechanical jacks that meet all horizontal
transfer and load-raising requirements, whatever the
field of activity. It is an efficient, controlled and clean
alternative to hydraulic technology.

High-performance products to meet
every application regarding specific
environments

They trust us :
pusher, self-propelled trolley and rail trolley with
integrated pusher are just a few examples of SERAPID
applications.

LINEAR & TELESCOPIC MECHANICAL ACTUATORS
FOR INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT

SERAPID operates in all industrial sectors
around the world
Mainly automotive, nuclear, aeronautics, iron and
steel, food, building, military, aerospace, thermal,
chemical, petrochemical, medical.

Head office - Rouxmesnil-Bouteilles (76 - France)

Elevators, scissor lift, platform lifting, container
transfer, roof opening and bay windows, oven loading,
palletising of gas cylinders, telescopic mast, tool

SERAPID’s mission is to exceed the expectations of
their customers by providing:

Certification

1. Quality products,

- Certification ISO 9001 - quality management system,

2. Quality services,

-
Certification RWTUV for “LinkLift”, lifting range
products,

3. Optimised costs.
SERAPID relies on its well qualified and motivated staff
to provide continuous improvement and innovation in
order to ensure customer satisfaction.

-
Certification Liftinstituut B.V. for “LinkLift” and
“Vertical LinearBeam (VLB)” lifting ranges,
- Certification ATEX II. 2.GD.c.T4 for horizontal and
vertical product ranges,
-
CE-marking, declaration of conformity or of
integration supplied with our products.

www.serapid.com
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SERAPID USA INC.

Elm Farm Park, Great Green, Thurston,
Bury St Edmunds | IP31 3SH England

ZI Louis Delaporte, Zone Bleue, Voie F
F-76370 Rouxmesnil-Bouteilles | France

Wilhelm-Frank-Straße 30
D-97980 Bad Mergentheim | Deutschland

34100 Mound Road
Sterling Heights MI 48310 | USA

+44 (0)1359 233335
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SERAPID Mexico Office / LATAM | +52 1 442 4 900 701 | info-mx@serapid.com

We decline any liability for errors and omissions | We reserve the right to modify our existing products without notice.
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SERAPID is the specialist manufacturer of rigid chain
mechanical actuators. We develop, manufacture
and distribute a wide range of telescopic and linear
actuators as well as components for die handling
and clamping. Our specialty is in both horizontal and
vertical linear transfer, in all fields of industrial activity.

Key figures
Creation date 1972
Head office Rouxmesnil-Bouteilles
(76 - France)
Commercial presence France, Germany, England
and United-States
Agents: Italy, Mexico and China
Turnover 23M€, 85% of sales from abroad
Workforce (group) 120 employees

SERAPID also designs and develops complete and partmachines integrating our technology.
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EXPERTISE

International references
in many industrial sectors

SERAPID is a major player in the mechanical actuator
market. With over than 45 years of experience in
Rigid Chain Technology (RCT), SERAPID is the leading
specialist for horizontal transfer and lifting systems.

SERAPID’s record of successful installations worldwide
combined with rigorous qualification testing has
established our reputation as the foremost provider of
industrial solutions for load transfer.

Innovative and bold solutions
Thanks to our comprehensive experience in the field,
SERAPID can propose innovative and bold solutions
where other technology fails.

PRODUCTS
& SYSTEMS

Multiple, customised and innovative
solutions

SERAPID technology consists in turning a flexible chain
or belt into a rigid bar that can to push or lift any type
of load.

Continual R&D investment

Accurate, reliable and low-maintenance

SERAPID regularly develops new products and expands
our catalogue range. This commitment to ongoing
development allows us to maintain our position as
leaders in our field.

This technology makes it possible to design strong
and compact actuators that can be ideally built into
difficult and restricted space environments.

Either steel or plastic, from a range of products;
adapted or custom, from a few kilos to over 100 tons,
with a stroke of up to several dozen metres, SERAPID
creates solutions to meet its customers’ needs.
SERAPID also offers a range of Quick Die eXchange
(QDX) solutions for the cutting, stamping and forming
market. QDX solutions make it possible to secure the
handling of tooling and to optimise changeover times.
They integrate a wide range of products (clamping,
rolling, transport) designed and manufactured by our
QDX division.

ENGINEERING

SERVICES

SERAPID has also developed a complete range of
products for rapid tool change called QDX, Quick Die
Xchange, for clamping, rolling and tool transport.

Our design department offers customised or tailormade solutions to meet the most challenging projects.
Our technical team modifies and integrates our
products to meet customer requirements: from initial
stages of feasibility, preliminary design and definition
to the final manufacturing design.

SERAPID offers a range of services that covers all
the strategic stages of client projects. Our different
departments will support you throughout your
project, thus offering a wide range of services
including feasibility, preliminary product design, study,
realisation, installation and training in addition to our
product ranges.

Innovation
SERAPID regularly advances its product range and
continuously expands its catalogue range.

Follow-up, the guarantee of reliability
SERAPID offers installation assistance, post-assembly
validation or full installation. On request, training on
the installation, operation and maintenance of our
products is provided at our Rouxmesnil-Bouteilles site.
It assures correct installation and guarantees reliability.
Our objective is to support you from the consultation
to operation.

Custom services

Efficient after-sales service

One SERAPID expert will be assigned to follow each
client project to provide quality communication to
ensure success.

Our customer service carries out repairs and
maintenance contracts.

Among many other advantages, their reliability and
low maintenance requirements mean that they
can be used in diverse applications and in varied
environments.
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